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Toppy Web 300 allows to lift and turn paper reels up to a maximum weight of 
300 Kg. The clamps are able to take each  single paper reel from piles arranged 
on a pallet, move it and turn it so that the operator can easily introduce it in 
the rotary press or rest it on the floor. Toppy Web 300 Reel Turner has been 
designed to reduce significantly the work of operators, enhance safety and 
protect the paper because it is equipped with rubber-coated jaws. Roll Turner 
Toppy web are ideally suited for print, food & pharma industries environments. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY WEB 300
Capacity 300 kg
Clamp rotation hydraulic 
Clamps diameter Ø 350-1120 mm
Max. lifting height 1600 mm
Turning 180°
Open, close & lateral rotation hydraulic
Traction manual
Internal distance between legs about 285 mm 

* available also in wide base version

WEB 300 

#Web 300 wide base version

#Web 300 europallet version

https://youtu.be/vdL6C70nXG8
http://


WEB 600
TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY WEB 600
Capacity 600 kg
Clamp rotation hydraulic
Clamps diameter Ø 650-1270 mm
Max. lifting height 1600 mm
Turning 180°
Open, close & lateral rotation hydraulic
Traction electric
Internal distance between legs about 1350 mm 

Toppy Web 600 enables to take single paper reels from piles arranged on a 
pallet, move and turn them so that the operator can easily place them back into 
the rotary press. The reel can be also put on pallet, waiting to be placed into 
the printing machine. Our range of reel turner is the market leader worldwide. 
Toppy Aspo and Toppy Web are battery propelled Reel Turner truck, specifically 
designed to handle reels of different material, from the core with a spindle or 
from the external diameter by two clamps

#Side shifter available upon request

https://youtu.be/f85Ik4LqJps
https://youtu.be/f85Ik4LqJps


WEB 1000 
TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY WEB 1000
Capacity 1000 kg

Clamps diameter 700-1270 mm

Clamp rotation hydraulic 

Max. lifting height 1600 mm

Turning 180°

Open & close + lateral rotation hydraulic

Traction electric

Internal distance between legs about 1600 mm 

Toppy Web 1000 is a mobile reel turner with electric traction, able to 
turn by 90° reels of paper with a maximum weight of 1000kg. Toppy reel 
turners enable to take single paper reel from piles arranged on a pallet, 
move and turn them so that the operator can easily place them back into 
the rotary press. The reel can be also put on pallet, waiting to be placed 
into the printing machine. Constant growth in technology and output has 
enabled Toppy to consolidate its position amongst the European leaders in 
materials handling sector. Since the demand of reel turner has increased 
over the years, Toppy decided to invest in research and development of new 
technologies in order to fulfill the most of customers’ needs.

#Flat legs version

#Special version for handling drums

https://youtu.be/lE6p86bZLd0
https://youtu.be/lE6p86bZLd0


WEB   light
TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY WEB LIGHT
Capacity 300 kg

Clamps diameter 300-800 mm

Clamp rotation electric (90°  front)

Max. lifting height 1600 mm

Turning 90°

Clamp Open & close electric

Traction electric

Toppy Web Light reel turning trolley is able to pick up a single reel placed on the pallet 
up to a maximum weight of 300 Kg and introduce it inside a production machine, up 
to a useful height of 1600 mm. This trolley can also perform the reverse operation 
and take the reel from the printing / production machine to reposition it on the pallet. 
Toppy Web Light is equipped with a jaw / plate with electric movement that can be 
adjusted according to the diameter from a minimum of 300 mm to a maximum of 
800 mm, as well as an electric 90 ° front rotation system to allow the introduction of 
the reel to the interior of an expandable tree. Toppy Web Light is completely electric 
both for handling and lifting the load as it is equipped with rechargeable batteries.

SHAFT   light
TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY SHAFT LIGHT
Capacity 300 kg

Clamps diameter 300-800 mm

Clamp rotation electric (90°  front)

Max. lifting height 1600 mm

Turning 90°

Legs compact

Traction electric

Toppy Shaft reel lifter is the trolley for transporting reels with a compact frame 
capable of handling loads in small spaces. Toppy Shaft light is able to pick up a 
reel with a maximum weight of 300 kg., By introducing its own shaft or the shaft 
inserted in the reel (shaft diameter 3/6 inches), from the ground or above the 
pallet and move it to the interior of a production machine up to a maximum height 
of 1600 mm. Toppy Shaft light is completely electric both for handling and lifting 
the load as it is equipped with rechargeable batteries.



CRADLE

Toppy Cradle allows to lift and turn paper reels up to a maximum weight up to 
1500 Kg. We design and manufacture according to client requirements, from 
heavy-duty reeling machine to high-speed coiling machines, our technology and 
design expertise focus on productive machine-personalization by taking factors 
like weight, reel size capacities, reel widths, height and customer requirement 
into account. Machines are engineered and tested at each stage of production 
to assure international quality in terms of efficiency, safety, performance, and 
durability. Best service and customer support is assured throughout the journey 
with us. Our top-notch engineering design and customization capability is the 
perfect answer to your reeling needs

TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY CRADLE
Capacity 1000 / 1250 / 1500 kg
Lifting system hydraulic - through guides
Reel max diameter 1000 / 1200 mm 
Cradle width 800 / 1200 mm
Cradle holder equipped with hydraulic tailgate
Traction electric

CRADLE   light
TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY CRADLE LIGHT
Capacity 300 / 500 kg
Lifting system hydraulic
Reel max diameter 800 mm 
Max. lifting height 1600 mm
Legs Compact
Traction electric

Toppy Cradle Light reel lifter is the trolley carrying reels with a compact frame 
capable of handling loads in small spaces. This trolley is able to pick up a reel from 
the ground with a diameter of up to 800 mm and a maximum weight of 300/500 
Kg. And place it inside a production machine up to a useful height of 1600 mm. 
The forklift can of course perform the reverse operation and take the reel from 
the printing / production machine to reposition it on the ground. Toppy Cradle 
Light is completely electric both for handling and lifting the load as it is equipped 
with rechargeable batteries.



TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY ASPO 300
Capacity 300 kg
Spindle expansion range from 69-81 mm
Side shifter for spindle centering manual
Lifting hydraulic
Turning 180°
Rotation hydraulic
Traction electric
Internal distance between legs about 335 mm

*available also in wide base version

Toppy Aspo 300, a reel truck fitted with electric lift, an expanding mandrel 
to grip the reel in the core, side shifter and electric traction control. Outside 
clamp to prevent the reel material from telescoping, is available upon request. 
Toppy began as a producer of machines and trucks for the graphic industry. 
Since then, whenever a good application was found, other machines were 
added to the Toppy range, significantly in the pharmaceutical, food, cosmetic 
and ceramic fields. Roll Turner Toppy aspo are ideally suited for print, food & 
pharma industries environments

ASPO 300 

TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY ASPO 150
Capacity 150 kg
Lifting hydraulic
Turning 180°
Rotation hydraulic
Traction manual
Internal distance between legs about 480 mm 

ASPO 150

#Aspo 300 label version

Toppy  Aspo 150 roll turner is a minilifter with manual 
traction and electric lifting. It can handle and rotate by 90° 
reels of different materials, up to 150 Kg of weight, through 
a spindle with manual drive.

#label clamp

#Aspo 300 label version

https://youtu.be/foVeVctEgrk
https://youtu.be/foVeVctEgrk
https://youtu.be/4kL2dofYMnM
https://youtu.be/4kL2dofYMnM


ASPO 600 
TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY ASPO 600
Capacity 600 kg

Spindle expansion range from 69-81 mm

Side shifter for spindle centering electric

Lifting hydraulic

Turning 180°

Rotation hydraulic

Traction electric

Internal distance between legs about 1350 mm
Toppy Aspo 600 is a mobile reel turner, battery operated truck specifically 
designed to handle reels of different materials and weigh up to 600kg. It is 
available with either manual or electric traction. Toppy Aspo 600 can take a reel 
placed vertically on pallet, turn it and place it horizontally onto the floor, and 
vice versa. The reel is taken from its core by a spindle that expands for a safe and 
strong grip. Toppy Aspo Label 600 roll turner has been conceived to avoid the 
cone effect when lifting the reel thanks to a hydraulic clamp which tightens the 
circumference of the reel, becoming one with it. 

#Adaptable bushing for various diameters

#Roll on / roll off system

#Aspo 600 label version

https://youtu.be/bc4N08GfTY8
https://youtu.be/bc4N08GfTY8
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Toppy app helps you to choose 
the most suitable pallet turner 
device for pallet handling. Our 
app will display the proper pallet 
changers for your needs with 
pictures, descriptions and videos.

APP DOWNLOAD

From three generations Toppy is identified as the reel 
turner best producer, all over the word.
Established in Bologna in 1978 Toppy S.r.l. began as 
a producer of machines and trucks for the graphic 
industry. Since then, whenever a good application 
was found, other machines were added to the Toppy 
ranges, significantly in the industrial field such as  
pharmaceutical, food, cosmetic and others.
Constant growth in technology and output has 
enabled Toppy to consolidate its position amongst 
the European leaders in materials handling sector. 
The Toppy range has been continuously extended and 
upgraded to satisfy the market and the users’ varied 
needs. Toppy  can supply pallet turning and pallet 
changing machines, both mobile and stationary, also 
pallet trucks, reel lifting machines. Recently Toppy is 
being preeminent also in logistic system application 
specially designed by Toppy.
Toppy becomes essential everywhere the load to 
handle is placed on a pallet.

BRAND CORRESPONDS 
TO REEL TURNER

WEB FIXED
#Stationary version customized upon request

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Toppy+S.r.l/@44.508369,11.067926,16z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xf8d3d3ac7c67b763!8m2!3d44.5083694!4d11.0679264?hl=it-IT
<a href=’tel:+39051833701′>+39 051 833701</a>
mailto:mailto:info%40toppy.it?subject=
http://www.toppy.it
https://www.toppy.it/contacts/
https://www.toppy.it/qr/

